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	NAME: Napean
	DESCRIPTION: Napeans, native to Napea II (Beta quadrant), are humanoids with putty- colored skin & a large, leaf-shaped bone ridge that runs down from the crown of the high foreheads to the top of the nose. A tiny, egg-shaped organ near the base of the brain, created as a mutation by an experiment in genetic engineering, receives empathic signals & transmits them to the brain proper. They have terraformed their homeworld to a state of conformity that strikes many outsiders as obsessive. While their empathic powers have forged social stability, they also struggle to suppress negative emotions & embarrassing feelings. This is quite impossible among their own kind, but they try anyway, since absolute emotional transparency has a way of straining familial & social relationships. Their history has taught them to place great faith in advanced technology as a way to solve serious problems. However, the idea of genetically altering lifeforms appalls them.Names: Given name + Surname. ex: Daniel Kwan.
	ERA: Any Era
	Text Field 13: Learning more about the universe needs to be both a work of logic & passion. 
	Text Field 7: Control+1, Insight+2, Presence-2, Reason+2.
	Text Field 8: Physically, the Napeans resemble Terrans & Betazoids & genetic analysis leads to the supposition that the Napean race is a transplanted cross between the 2 races, with enough genetic differences to be detected. They are physically similar to most humanoids except for their large, leaf-shaped forehead ridge.
	TALENTS: Napean, or with GM's permission. 
	TALENT NAME 1: Empathy/Mind Shield [Required]
	TALENT TEXT 1: As / Betazoid talent. [E4] In addition, you constantly use Mind Shield so as to conceal your empathic abilities from other species.
	TALENT NAME 2: Engineering/Science Affinity
	TALENT TEXT 2: Napeans have an affinity for the Engineering & Science Disciplines. Whenever, you use these you gain a bonus 1d20 for your rolls. 
	TALENT NAME 3: 
	TALENT TEXT 3: 
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